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The aim of this study is to investigate single ethanol droplet evaporation characteristics under pre-

mixed CH4/air flame conditions via experimental and numerical approaches. In the experimental 

part of the study, ethanol droplet with an initial diameter between 20 and 70 ~m was injected 

through a flat laminar stagnant flame. Visualization of the flame front and temporal monitoring of 

the droplet evaporation at high temperatures up to 2200 K were performed using planar laser to-

mography. Droplet motion and its diameter change are captured simultaneously via PIV /pTV and 

IUDS diagnostics, respectively. Velocity measurements indicated that the droplets are small enough 

to be carried by surrounding gas with a very small slip velocity. Variation in droplet diameter is 

successfully tracked through the flame via IUDS and it is found to be more drastic in burnt gases. 

Hence, vaporization rates are reported at burnt gas temperature which is affected by the heat losses 

from flame to the stagnation plate due to the change in the temperature profile. In the numerical part 

of the study, single droplet evaporation under constant temperature and stagnant environment was 

studied with Spalding model using YALES2 solver. The variations of the droplet properties were 

computed under N2 atmosphere and under flame conditions. At elevated conditions, flame temper-

ature is found to have a more dominant effect on the evaporation rate rather than the burnt gas 

composition. 
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2 1. INTRODUCTION 

3 Spray combustion is a complex phenomenon involving many processes; atomization, droplet va-

4 porization, mixing, turbulence, chemical kinetics, as well as the interaction of these processes. In 

5 industrial applications, high rates of evaporation and mixing of liquid fuel with the gas phase are 

6 desired for high energy efficiency. Several droplet-droplet, droplet-turbulence and droplet-flame 

7 interactions are observed in real-life applications. Among all situations occurring in combustion 

8 chambers, one of the basic processes is the interaction of a single droplet with a flamelet that is 

9 being laminar and locally ID structures of the flame (Driscoll, 2008; Peters, 1984). It is reported 

10 in many studies that droplets are causing structural changes on flame front while altering the 

11 local flame properties (Lawes et aI. , 2006; Nassouri et aI. , 2013; Renoux et aI. , 2018; Thimothee 

12 et aI., 2016). Hence, it is essential to investigate whether the droplet can reach to flame zone 

13 by identifying the evaporation characteristics and then, it will be useful to understand the local 

14 changes in flame let caused by droplets. 

15 The characterization of droplet behavior yields a great importance in order to classify the 

16 combustion regime. The droplets may evaporate in the reaction zone resulting in single-phase 

17 combustion. Whereas, some droplets may cross the flame front, mayor may not burn beyond it 

18 which may cause local changes in the flame structure (Mercier et aI., 2007; Orain and Hardalu-

19 pas, 2014; Verdier et aI., 2018) and flame instabilities (Renoux et aI. , 2018 ; Thimothee et aI. , 

20 2017). Subsequently, the prediction of the droplet lifetime becomes highly important for design 

21 considerations. Several experimental studies have been performed under different ambient con-

22 ditions in order to determine the characteristic evaporation time for a variety of fuels including 

23 ethanol (Muelas et aI., 2020; Saharin et aI., 2012; Yozgatligil et aI., 2004), kerosene (Ghassemi 

24 et aI. , 2006), n-heptane and several other long chain paraffins (Chauveau et aI. , 2019; Gokalp 

25 et aI. , 1994; Muelas et aI. , 2020; Verwey and Birouk, 2018) with their blends (Chen et aI. , 1997; 

26 Keller et aI. , 2015 ; Maqua et aI. , 2008). For the majority of reported studies, the evaporation 

27 rate measurements have been performed under stagnant ambient at constant temperature varying 

28 from 400 K up to 1000 K. However, for a droplet moving in the flame field, it will encounter 
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a steep temperature profile varying between 300-2200 K and it will be surrounded by a non-

2 stationary gas mixture. Hence, it is important to analyze how low temperature evaporation rates 

3 correlate with the ones measured at high temperatures which will be reported in the scope of this 

4 study. 

5 Single droplet evaporation has been studied also numerically in order to improve and vali-

6 date proposed models under several ambient temperature, pressure and fuel vapor concentration. 

7 Ethanol has been selected because of the availability of reliable experimental data, water con-

8 densation effects and its blends with other fuels to study multicomponent models (AI Qubeissi 

9 et aI. , 2018 ; Millan-Merino et aI. , 2021 ; Narasu et aI. , 2020; Ni et aI. , 2021 ; Pinheiro et aI. , 2019). 

10 Al Qubeissi et aI. studied the effect of ambient conditions under 400-650 K at a wide range of 

11 pressure considering radiative effects (AI Qubeissi et aI. , 2018). They reported that droplet life-

12 time decreases under elevated conditions for a variety of ethanol/gasoline mixture as well as 

13 pure ethanol at temperatures greater than 400 K. Narasu and co-workers studied ethanol/water 

14 bicomponent droplet evaporation under dry and humid convective air with Abramzon-Sirignano 

15 model (Abramzon and Sirignano, 1989) introducing non-ideal mixture consideration (Narasu 

16 et aI. , 2020). They concluded that the evaporation behavior of bicomponent droplet is differ-

17 ent under dry and humid conditions because of the fact that water from the ambient is condensed 

18 to droplet and this situation delays its vaporization. As it is reported in the literature, the am-

19 bient conditions have an influence on evaporation characteristics and the behavior may change 

20 depending on the ambient temperature and pressure. 

21 In this study, the evaporation of an isolated ethanol droplet through a CH4/air premixed 

22 flame is studied both experimentally and numerically. The diameter and velocity of the droplet 

23 are measured at each 25 Il-S while it is interacting with a laminar premixed stagnation flame un-

24 der lean, stoichiometric and rich conditions. Hence, the evaporation rate of ethanol at elevated 

25 temperatures is reported and its dependency to initial droplet diameter and flame temperature is 

26 investigated experimentally which has never been studied in the literature to the authors knowl-

27 edge. The simulations are performed with Spalding model under stagnant N2 atmosphere and 

28 burnt gas conditions at constant temperature for a stationary droplet in order to report the effect 
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of gas phase concentration to the evaporation rate. 

2 2. EXPERIMENTAL 

3 2.1 Flat flame burner 

4 In this study, a flat flame burner is used to observe the droplet evaporation sequence through a sta-

5 tionary premixed laminar flame. A N2 co-flow is used to facilitate flame stabilization. Premixed 

6 mixture of air and fuel passes through a laminarization grid and then is accelerated by a converg-

7 ing section. The mixture is ignited with an external igniter at the region between stagnation plate 

8 and the burner outlet. With a continuous premixed mixture feeding, a laminar and flat flame is 

9 created at the specified conditions and it is stabilized thanks to the presence of an upper stag-

10 nation plate located 25 mm away from the burner outlet. Monodispersed liquid ethanol droplets 

11 with 50 J.1m diameter are generated by a piezoelectric injector (Microdrop Technologies MD-

12 K-140) . The frequency of the droplet injection is adjusted accordingly to provide enough time 

13 between droplet injections and to avoid coagulation and close-distance droplets. The droplets are 

14 carried by premixed gas flow in a needle having an internal diameter of 3 nm1 up to the main flow 

15 by drag. The residence time of the droplets in needle is nearly 500 ms leading to small changes 

16 of the droplet diameter at the exit of the burner plate. Droplets are then, fed to the flame zone 

17 perpendicularly from the centerline of the burner. The schematic of flat flame burner is given 

18 in Fig. 1.a. Details of the flat flame burner can also be found in other studies (Renoux (2020); 

19 Thiesset et al. (2017)). 
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FIG. 1: (a) Schematic of the flat flame burner (Thies set et a!. , 2017) (b) Experimental configuration 

Experimental configuration is represented in Fig. 1.b. The burner is coupled with a laser 

2 device, Coherent Verdi emitting at 532 nm and 2D laser sheet is created from a continuous laser 

3 beam with the help of one semi-cylindrical divergent lens (f2 = -25 mm) and one plano-convex 

4 lens (f2 = 500 mm). Two high-speed cameras, Phantom v1210 and Phantom v1611 both equipped 

5 with Sigma APO Macro 180 mm lens at maximum opening are placed perpendicularly to the 

6 flame in order to observe the scattered light. The first one is dedicated to velocity measurements 

7 by PIV (Particle Image Velocimetry) and PTV (Particle Tracking Velocimetry), while the second 

8 one will be dedicated to drop size determination by IUDS (Interferometric Laser Imaging for 

9 Droplet Sizing) measurement. For PIV/PTV camera, 22.9 1-.un/pixel resolution is obtained. 

10 2.2 Planar laser tomography techniques and postprocessing 

11 Visualization of the flame front and temporal monitoring of the droplet evaporation are per-

12 formed using planar laser tomography. Mie scattering is utilized to determine the position of the 

13 flame front and the velocity of unburnt gases via Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV). Seeding of 

14 the premixed gas is achieved through the dispersion of diethylhexyl-sebacate (DEHS) droplets 

15 with a size of approximately 2-4 J..lm in diameter. The flame contour is identified using a thresh-

16 old technique. The location of the flame front is determined at T=525 K isotherm where DEHS 

17 droplets evaporate, given in Fig.2 as a green line. In order to measure the velocity of the unburnt 
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gases, an open-source MATLAB library PIVlab is used (Thielicke and Starnhuis, 2014). By 

2 comparing two successive images and calculating the displacement of DEHS droplets between 

3 two images, the local displacement of the unburnt gas is determined. The main assumption of 

4 this method is that DEHS droplets are small enough to follow the gas flow. Velocity vectors of 

5 unburnt gases are given in Fig. 2.a. 

(a) (b) 

FIG. 2: (a) Determination of the flame front and the velocity of unburnt gases based on PIV (b) Trajectory 
of the droplet based on PTV (do = 35 ~m) 

6 The motion of the droplet is also determined via Mie scattering using Particle Tracking 

7 Velocimetry (PTV). Initial position of the droplet is determined from the first image of the se-

8 quence based on the largest connected luminous pixels to initiate Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) 

9 algorithm. For each subsequent frame, the location of the ethanol droplet is tracked with KLT 

10 feature tracking algorithm in MATLAB Computer Vision library. Thereupon, the displacement 

11 speed of the droplet in the reference of the laboratory is calculated. The tracked droplet trajectory 

12 is represented in Fig. 2.b. 

13 In addition, Interferometric Laser Imaging for Droplet Sizing (IUDS) is coupled with Mie 

14 scattering to obtain the droplet size variation during evaporation. The high-speed camera used 

15 for IUDS allows obtaining a good temporal resolution for the evolution of the droplet size 

16 by defocusing and capturing the interference fringe pattern of the droplet at each frame. By 

17 providing a high laser power, it is possible to increase the detection of fringes even the droplet 

18 size is very small due to fact that IUDS method is based on the reflected and the refracted 

19 rays visible on the droplet surface. In this study, 20 Watts laser power is used which is enough 

20 to detect 2-3 fringes at the last image recorded for ethanol droplet. The number of fringes is 
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computed for an individual droplet at each frame based on Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) on 

2 the five vertical sections of the fringe pattern. With the help of peak intensities in Fourier space, 

3 the fringes are detected and computed. Fringe patterns for a droplet from consecutive frames 

4 while passing through the flame is illustrated in Fig. 3. 

FIG. 3: Combined sequence ofILIDS images illustrating the evaporation of a droplet while passing through 
the flame front (droplet diameters from bottom to top; 49 ~m , 49 ~m, 38 ~m and 15 ~m) 

5 The droplet diameter based on the number of fringes is then calculated from the following 

6 relation (Renoux et aI. , 2018); 

d - N. 2i\[ (8 / 2) msin (8/ 2) ]-1 
- j nnge cos + ~===;:;==::==~~~==:= 

ex ..Jm2 -2m cos(8 / 2) + 1 
(1) 

7 where d is the particle diameter, N j ringe is the number of fringes on the droplet, 8 is the 

8 scattering angle (here, 90°), ex is the collecting angle, i\ is the laser wavelength (here, 532 nm) 

9 and m is the refractive index of the droplet. In this configuration, 3.52 J..unlfringe resolution is 

10 obtained. 

11 The cameras for PIV /PTV and IUDS have different acquisition frequencies, 10,000 and 

12 40,000 images per second, respectively. In order to have the same time reference, the camera 

13 acquisition sequence is triggered by a common trigger signal. They are then synchronized in time 

14 in order to combine different diagnostics. Experiments are performed with ethanol droplet as the 

15 liquid fuel and CH4/air premixed flames at ¢=0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1 which are reported based on 

16 gaseous CH4/air flame. For each sequence of experiments, individual droplets are selected over 

17 all recordings and the complete postprocessing is performed for each individual droplet in order 
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to track its evaporation. 

2 3. NUMERICAL 

3 Computations are performed with YALES2 solver, based on the finite volume method for low 

4 Mach number flows with variable density (Moureau et aI. , 2011). Eulerian-Lagrangian (EL) 

5 approach is used to model the two-phase flow in which a droplet is considered as an isolated 

6 point in Lagrangian frame, while the gas phase is represented with the Eulerian description. 

7 Two-way coupling approach is utilized in order to transfer mass, momentum and energy from 

8 the liquid phase to the gas phase via source terms. 

9 3.1 Evaporation model 

10 The evaporation of the droplet is computed using Spalding model (Spalding, 1950). In this 

11 model, droplets are assumed to be spherical, isolated, mono-component, having infinite thermal 

12 conductivity and uniform temperature. The surface of the droplet is assumed to be in thermo-

13 dynamic equilibrium with the surrounding gas. Droplet mass temporal evolution is determined 

14 assuming the fuel mass flux leaving the droplet surface equal to the variation of mass of the 

15 droplet; 

dmp . 
-- = mp = -7rdSh Pp Vln(1 + B M ) 

dt 
(2) 

16 where S h is the Sherwood number, Pp is the density of the particle, V is the diffusion coefficient 

17 and BM is Spalding mass number defined as; 

B _ Ys - Y= 
M- l- Ys 

(3) 

18 where Ys is the evaporated mass fraction of the droplet at the surface estimated by Clasius-

19 Clapeyron relation using the partial saturated vapor pressure at the surface of the droplet; 

(4) 
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where W is the molar mass and Lv is the latent heat of vaporization. Tevap is the evaporation 

2 temperature of the droplet at the reference pressure, Pr e j=1 atm. Ycxo is the evaporated mass 

3 fraction at the far field whose properties are computed by 1/3 rule (Hubbard et aI., 1975). Using 

4 the relation of mass variation, the change in droplet diameter is expressed as; 

2 2 8 Pg V 2 d = do - --In(1 + BM)t = do - K t 
Pp 

(5) 

5 where do is the initial diameter of the droplet, Pg is the density of gas and t is the time. Eq. (5) 

6 is also known as d2 law at which the rate of evaporation, K can directly be obtained. 

7 The temporal evolution of the droplet temperature is estimated by integrating the energy 

8 conservation equation from the surface of the droplet to the far field; 

(6) 

9 where Cp is the specific heat of the droplet and BT is the Spalding heat number defined as; 

S h P r 
BT = (1- BM) Nusc - 1 (7) 

10 where Pr is the Prandtl number, S c is the Schmidt number. Shand N u are the Sherwood and 

11 Nusselt numbers, respectively and they are taken as constant since there is no convection taken 

12 into account around the droplet. Particle Reynolds number, Rep is also defined as; 

(8) 

13 where "V is the kinematic viscosity. 

14 For evaporation computations, an isolated ethanol droplet having 50 J..l.m initial diameter 

15 is injected at T =300 K and P= 1 atm at the center of a large Cartesian cube with dimensions 

16 10 X 10 x 10 cm3 to avoid edge effects. Evaporation of the droplet is tracked until complete 

17 evaporation at constant temperature and stagnant ambient with pure N2 (373-2250 K) and burnt 

18 gases (1800-2200 K). Burnt gas compositions are computed in Cantera for CH4/air flames at 
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equivalence ratios ranging between 0.8-1.1 with different kinetic mechanisms. Droplet diameter, 

2 droplet temperature and Spalding numbers are computed during evaporation process. 

3 3.2 Flame field computations 

4 Laminar flame computations are performed in Cantera (Goodwin et aI., 2018) using COFFEE 

5 mechanism with 14 species and 39 reactions (Coffee, 1984) and detailed San Diego mecha-

6 nism with 57 species and 268 reactions (University of California San Diego, Mechanical and 

7 Aerospace Engineering-Combustion Research, 2016). ID freely propagating adiabatic flame 

8 field is computed using multi species transport for CH4/air (21 % O2+79% N2 ) mixtures hav-

9 ing different equivalence ratios (¢=0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1) at 1 atm and 300 K. The domain length 

10 is set to 25 mm which is the distance between burner exit and stagnation plate in experimental 

11 configuration. The grid parameters are adjusted gradually in order to obtain a converged solution. 

12 ID stagnation flame field is also computed using multi species transport at the same flame 

13 conditions in order to understand the effect of heat exchange between flame and stagnation plate 

14 on evaporation as well as to obtain a more realistic configuration. The inlet velocity of the fresh 

15 gases, Uo are computed based on the mass flow rates fed to the system in the experimental 

16 configuration. Since the experimental measurement of the stagnation plate temperature is not 

17 performed, first, the sensitivity of the flame temperature to the plate temperature is studied. It 

18 is seen that for the plate temperature ranging between 500-1500 K, the flame temperature is 

19 changing nearly by ± 10 K. Due to the fact that the injected droplets are evaporating in the burnt 

20 gases and they cannot reach near to the plate, the plate temperature is assumed to be constant at 

21 500 K. 

22 Computed laminar flame speeds, S~ and burnt gas temperatures, T b are given in Table 1 

23 below for all experimental conditions. It can be seen that the burnt gases temperature is slightly 

24 lower in the stagnant flame configuration due to the heat loss though the stagnation plate. 
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TABLE 1: Calculated flame parameters with COFFEE scheme 

¢ 
Adiabatic flame Stagnation flame 
S~ Tb Va S~ Tb 

(m/s) (K) (mls) (mls) (K) 

0.8 0.320 1993.7 0.560 0.341 1982.9 
0.9 0.383 2120.7 0.743 0.409 2105.6 
1.0 0.423 2202.5 0.824 0.451 2188.0 
1.1 0.434 2200.5 0.699 0.453 2191.4 

Since Rayleigh scattering signal is completely shadowed by Mie scattering signal, the tem-

2 perature of the gas field cannot be obtained experimentally during PIVIPTV measurements. 

3 Instead, ID temperature profiles of computed adiabatic and stagnation flames with COFFEE 

4 scheme is fitted to the corresponding experimental field, given in Fig. 4. From PIV results, the 

5 position of the flame front is determined based on the presence of DEHS droplets. By taking 

6 the isotherm T=525 K being the evaporation temperature of DEHS droplets, calculated temper-

7 ature profiles, thermodynamic and transport properties are fitted to the experimental flame field 

8 in order to track the droplet evaporation through flame front experimentally. 

Tb '" 2200 K 
2200 
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40 .. ~ 
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-4 ·2 4 
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(a) (b) 

FIG. 4: (a) Fitted stagnation temperature profile and droplet trajectory (b) Variations in the droplet diameter 
(0) and gas temperature for a stabilized stoichiometric CH4/air flame and ethanol droplet (do = 47 ~m) 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2 4.1 Evaporation under pure N2 ambient 

3 The first comparison between experimental and numerical ethanol droplet evaporation rates is 

4 performed under stagnant N2 ambient conditions. Saharin et al. studied the evaporation of iso-

5 lated, anhydrous ethanol droplets (Saharin et aI., 2012). The experiments were performed un-

6 der N2 ambient at varying temperatures between 373-673 K and the temporal evolution of the 

7 droplet diameter was recorded using a high-speed camera. The results are given in Fig. 5, with 

8 the numerical results for corresponding cases. 

0.8 

::;:: 0.6 

0.2 
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o Sahari n el al. 
- Spalding 

Too =423 K, do"'442 p:m; 

¢ Sahari n et al. 
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(b) 

20 

FIG. 5: Comparison of ethanol droplet evaporation computations with the experiments of Saharin et a!. 
(Saharin et a!. , 2012) and simulations via Spalding model under pure N2 ambient at P= I atm (a) low 
temperatures (b) high temperatures 

9 Saharin et al. observed a deviation from the linear evaporation profile due to the condensation 

10 of water vapor on the droplet surface and the simultaneous evaporation of ethanol and water. The 

11 condensation effect is observed to be more important at lower ambient temperatures because of 

12 the high miscibility of ethanol to water. However, for high temperature cases, an almost linear 

13 behavior is observed for ethanol evaporation with a higher droplet lifetime than the one com-

14 puted with the Spalding model. Due to the experimental technique used in the measurements, 

15 it is expected to observe a lower evaporation constant since the effects of heat conduction in 

16 the quartz fiber are limited; leading to the observation of higher evaporation times (Chauveau 

17 et aI. , 2019). For a stationary droplet, the numerical results are in a good agreement with the 
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experiments, especially at higher ambient temperatures. 

2 4.2 Evaporation under flame conditions 

3 Velocity measurements are performed for the droplet and unburnt gases via PTV and PIV, re-

4 spectively. In Fig. 6, velocity profile of the ethanol droplet with an initial diameter of 47 !lm, 

5 velocity profile of the unburnt gases of a stoichiometric flame measured up to the T=525 K 

6 isotherm as well as the computed profiles for different flame configurations are reported. For 

7 the stagnation flame configuration, velocity profile has a decreasing trend after the reaction zone 

8 due to the presence of a stagnation plate at which no-slip boundary condition is assumed to be 

9 complied. 

3 rr=~~::C::::=~l~-~-=~~~2200 
* u p, measured' PTV 
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o lloo, measured' PIV 

o u 00, adiabatic 
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4 
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. . 
* .. 

5 6 

1800 

.. 1400 .. 
.*** • 

.. , g 
1000 E-8 

600 
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7 8 

FIG. 6: Temporal evolution of the droplet velocity (PTV) and the measured (PIV) and computed gas 
velocities in stoichiometric condition (do=47 Ilm) 

10 It is observed that there is a slight difference on the initial velocities of unburnt gases between 

11 PIV measurements and stagnation flame computations because of the fact that reported PIV data 

12 is calculated along the droplet path and the first detection of the droplet is achieved after a certain 

13 distance from the burner outlet, as can be seen in Fig. 4.a. Since the precision of the temperature 

14 profile is based on one isotherm (T=525 K), it is not accurate to report the exact location of the 

15 first droplet detection relative to the flame zone. It can still be concluded that PIV measurements 

16 provide reliable data, especially near to the flame zone. 
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It is known that the relative velocity between gas and liquid phases directly affects the evap-

2 oration rate due to the convection and its effects around a droplet along with Marangoni effect in 

3 the interface is critical in order to predict local/global evaporation rates correctly. From PTV and 

4 PIV measurements, the difference between droplet and gas velocities is computed to be small. 

5 Hence, the droplet is small enough to be carried by gas flow with a slight slip velocity. In the 

6 light of these information, convection around the droplet is found to be negligible under pre-

7 sented conditions. From R ep computations, it is seen that through the entire domain, the value 

8 is below than 0.1 for all droplets demonstrating that convective effects from the surroundings 

9 are inconsequential for the droplet. This parameter naturally increases with the diameter of the 

10 droplet as well as with the increase in the speed of slip. However, the Reynolds numbers of 

11 droplets in burnt gases are always at the same order. Thus, the effect of forced convection on 

12 evaporation is negligible. 

13 Temporal diameter evolution of the droplet having an initial diameter of 47 !lm and evapo-

14 rating under stoichiometric condition is reported in Fig. 7 below. Raw ILIDS measurements are 

15 given with diamond markers as well as the smoothed profile in order to observe the linearity 

16 during evaporation. For the simulations, the droplet diameter is kept constant at 50 !lm which 

17 causes small differences with the experimental measurements because the latter contains high 

18 sampling of droplets between 20-70 !lm. For experimental measurements, it should be noted that 

19 there might be slight changes in droplet measurement for different cases due to the difference 

20 in the initial position of the captured droplet and the droplet diameter measurement quality at 

21 certain frames. Since individual droplets are selected over all recorded experimental data, some 

22 droplets are initially tracked closer to the flame front. Therefore, the measured droplet trajec-

23 tory is shorter for these droplets, making them difficult to track. Also, for the postprocessing of 

24 IUDS data, Power Spectral Density (PSD) is estimated at two different orders at each frame in 

25 order to calculate the number of fringes. It is observed that for larger droplets, both methods give 

26 comparable data while for smaller droplets, higher order PSD captures the number of fringes in 

27 a more reliable way. This approach is generalized for all computations. Therefore, there may be 

28 some local deviations with a small error on the droplet diameter captured at certain positions, 
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especially close to the flame region where the change in diameter is expected to be higher in a 

2 shorter distance due to the steep temperature profile. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the diameter 

3 measurement can be assumed to be quite good at the flame zone, as reported in from Fig. 7. 
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FIG. 7: Temporal evolution of the droplet diameter with IUDS (do=47 ~m, Tevap,average=2020.5±2.5 K) 
and Spalding model (do=50 ~m, T 00 =2000 K) at stoichiometric conditions 

4 The temperature of the ambient is defined as an average value for the experiments calculated 

5 from the beginning to the end of the evaporation curve. There is almost 3 K difference between 

6 stagnation and adiabatic profiles for the average value, whereas the difference becomes 8 K 

7 and 1 K at where the droplet starts to evaporate and its lifetime ends, respectively. In other 

8 words, for sufficiently small droplets which completely evaporate inside the reaction zone, it is 

9 slightly harder to define an exact ambient temperature. However, for the droplets spending most 

10 of their time in the burnt gases, evaporation temperature can be assumed as equal to the burnt gas 

11 temperature, regardless of exact position of the droplet with respect to the flame. Nevertheless, 

12 it should also be noted that the estimation of the temperature profile is directly linked to the 

13 stagnation plate temperature causing ±1O K temperature difference at the evaluated conditions. 

14 In the initial stages of preheating, slightly different behavior is observed between data from 

15 experiments and simulations. This can be explained by the fact that for the simulations, the 

16 droplet meets immediately with the hot surroundings. However, experimentally, the droplet 
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spends enough time to adjust its velocity in the unburnt gases and gradually enters the reac-

2 tion zone. In order to make a good comparison of droplet lifetime, the evaporation rate being 

3 the slope of d2 vs. t from d2 law given in Eq. (5), is computed over the diameter change inter-

4 val is calculated after preheating zone. At the given condition in Fig. 7, K is reported as 0.67 

5 and 0.55 mm2/s from IUDS measurement and Spalding computation, respectively. The differ-

6 ence between these values can be explained by two reasons. First of all, both the droplet and 

7 the surroundings are not stationary at experimental conditions which can cause convection and 

8 circulation effects. Secondly, the droplet is actually evaporating through a temperature field and 

9 the time spent at each isotherm is very small due to the steep behavior of the profile. 

10 Fig. 8 shows the temporal evolution of the droplet temperature. Narasu et aI. reported that 

11 the ambient composition has an influence on the droplet surface temperature causing the water 

12 condensation at lower ambient temperatures (Narasu et aI., 2020). Considering the fact that one 

13 of the main products of the combustion is water, it is observed that the droplet temperature 

14 evolution trend is nearly the same under flame conditions and pure N2 ambient. Therefore, it can 

15 be concluded that the condensation effect of water is negligible at high temperature conditions 

16 for ethanol droplets. 
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FIG. 8: Temporal evolution of the droplet temperatures at high temperature conditions 
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4.3 Rate of evaporation 

2 In order to obtain droplet evaporation rate from d2 law given in Eq. (5), slope of d2 vs. tis com-

3 puted over the diameter change interval. For each droplet, the mean temperature in this interval 

4 is recorded with the minimum and maximum values. Although the K values are in an acceptable 

5 range for all droplets evaporating at the same flame condition, there are slight changes due to 

6 the difference at the initial conditions of the captured droplet such as initial droplet diameter and 

7 droplet velocity. 

8 Fig. 9 shows the dependency of the evaporation constant to the initial droplet size. The vari-

9 ability of the initial diameter provides a good database for the evaporation constant computed 

10 under the same conditions. However, for the sake of clarity to observe the effect of flame condi-

11 tion on evaporation, mean K values are computed and reported over all samples at each equiv-

12 alence ratio with the error bars. For stoichiometric and rich flame conditions, large error bars 

13 are observed. However, it can be clearly seen that the majority of K values are located around 

14 0.59 and 0.65 mm2/s for ¢=1.1 and 1.0, respectively. For lean flame conditions, it is seen that 

15 the variation range of K is even smaller. Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no major 

16 dependency of the evaporation constant to the initial size of the droplet at elevated conditions, as 

17 it is expected from d2 law. Stokes number, defined as the ratio between the characteristic times of 

18 droplet and gas, is almost equal to 0.1 for all droplets. It implies that the velocity of the droplet 

19 quickly reaches to the gaseous phase velocity and the slip velocity between gas and droplet are 

20 comparably small for all conditions. Nevertheless, small deviations can be observed due to dif-

21 ferent experimental conditions and the initial condition of the droplet affecting the time spent at 

22 a certain temperature interval. It is also known that the vaporization rate of large droplets may 

23 be affected by drag forces although the computed Rep numbers are quite small in an order of 

24 magnitude sense. 
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FIG. 9: Changes in ethanol evaporation constant with respect to the initial droplet diameter at different 
equivalence ratios 

In order to compare the numerical results with flame experiments, burnt gas compositions 

2 are calculated in Cantera. COFFEE and San Diego mechanisms are used to differentiate the 

3 effect of species available in the surrounding gas since the latter contains ethanol in gas phase 

4 reactions. Evaporation computations are performed for each equivalence ratio at the ambient 

5 temperature varying between 1800-2200 K and at the burnt gas compositions, as well as at 

6 the flame compositions. It is observed that for lean and rich flame conditions, the evaporation 

7 constant is almost the same with the two mechanisms due to the fact that the compositions of 

8 major species, such as CH4 , CO2, H20, are almost the same and the composition of ethanol at 

9 the ambient is nearly negligible. For stoichiometric flame condition, the difference between the 

10 evaporation constants at lower ambient temperature (1800-1900 K) is ~0.02 mm2/s which is 

11 decreasing towards higher temperatures. It is clearly seen that the ambient gas composition has 

12 no major effect on the evaporation under evaluated conditions. 

13 It is observed in Fig. 9 that K values are varying between 0.6-0.7 mm2/s for the stoichiometric 

14 flame while for ¢=0.9 and 1.1, a wider range is observed. It should be noted that this is mostly 

15 due to the high sampling at these equivalence ratios and the differences on the initial conditions 

16 of droplets. As it is explained previously, the droplets are tracked initially at different locations 

17 since isolated droplets are selected from the whole experimental recording. Although the initial 
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location of each droplet is almost the same, its velocity may vary which affects directly the 

2 temperature exposure time at the flame zone, consequently, the evaporation constant. Therefore, 

3 instead of selecting some droplets, the mean values of K, mean interval temperature, minima 

4 and maxima are computed and reported in Fig. 10 over all samples at each equivalence ratio 

5 based on the stagnation flame temperature profile. For the Spalding model results at the burnt 

6 gas conditions, only one case is included for the sake of clarity since the computed evaporation 

7 constant is almost the same at different equivalence ratios with both kinetic mechanisms. 
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FIG. 10: Comparison of ethanol evaporation constant with respect to temperature 

8 It is observed that the Spalding model overestimates the evaporation rate for low tempera-

9 tures when it is compared with the experimental results of Saharin et al. However, for high tem-

10 peratures and flame conditions, higher evaporation rates are measured experimentally. It should 

11 also be noted that R ep numbers are computed for all cases as ~O.l in order of magnitude indi-

12 eating that there is no major effect of relative velocity of the droplet. 

13 The evaporation temperature is selected as the mean temperature in an interval where the 

14 droplet starts evaporating and its lifetime ends, since there is no way to measure the exact evap-

15 oration temperature of a moving droplet through a flame field. Still, maxima of the measured 

16 evaporation constants are very close to the numerical results. Although, there is a slight differ-

17 ence due to the different temperature profiles of adiabatic and stagnation flame configurations 

18 since the latter includes the heat loss effects to the stagnation plate. From the comparison of two 
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flame temperature profiles, it is observed that same K values yield lower mean interval temper-

2 atures for stagnation flames with a wider range from the minimum value. In other words, the 

3 droplet starts to evaporate at lower temperatures through the stagnation flame and the lifetime 

4 of the droplets ends at comparably similar temperatures for both flames. From these results, it 

5 can be interpreted that the heat losses has an impact on evaporation by lowering the ambient 

6 temperature which the droplet is exposed to while evaporating. 

7 5. CONCLUSIONS 

8 This paper describes the evaporation of a single ethanol droplet at flame conditions. Experiments 

9 are conducted in a stagnation flame burner configuration where the droplet is injected through a 

10 laminar, flat and stationary premixed CH4/air flames at ¢=0.8, 0.9, 1.0 and 1.1. Particle Reynolds 

11 number, R ep is calculated based on PIVIPTV measurements as 10-1 indicating that the droplets 

12 can follow the gas flow with a relatively small slip velocity. This leads to the assumption that the 

13 convective effects around the droplet can be neglected. The diameter of the droplet is simultane-

14 ously measured via IUDS at each 25 J..l.S and the evaporation rate is calculated from the diameter 

15 change interval providing a database at elevated conditions for ethanol vaporization. The evap-

16 oration takes place at a very steep temperature profile while the major part is observed at the 

17 burnt gases based on the fitted temperature profiles computed from Cantera for ID adiabatic 

18 freely propagating and stagnation flame configurations. Therefore, the vaporization temperature 

19 can be reported as burnt gas temperature, sensitive to heat exchange between the stagnation plate 

20 and flame whose effects are not introduced for adiabatic configuration. Hence, the heat losses 

21 to the stagnation plate have a slight effect on the evaporation rate of the droplet since it causes 

22 temperature changes. It is also observed that under the same ambient conditions, evaporation 

23 rate is not changing drastically depending on the initial droplet size for a range of 20-70 J..l.m. 

24 Numerical computations are performed under pure N2 ambient and burnt gas compositions for 

25 an isolated ethanol droplet. While pure N2 ambient computations agree well with the literature 

26 at low temperatures, Spalding model underestimates the evaporation rate at higher temperatures. 

27 It is also concluded that ethanol droplet evaporation under the present conditions is not directly 
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affected by the changes in ambient gas composition at flame conditions. 
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